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Abstract: In machine learning, in parallel to algorithms themselves, the repre-
sentation of data is a point of utmost importance. Efforts on data pre-processing
in general are a key ingredient to success. An algorithm that performs poorly
on a particular form of given data may perform much better, both in terms of
efficiency and the quality of the solution, when the same data is represented in
another form. Despite the amount of literature on the subject, the issue of how
to enrich a representation to suit the underlying mechanism is clearly still pend-
ing. In this paper, we approach this problem within the context of reinforcement
learning, and in particular, interested in discovery of a “good” representation of
data for the LSPI algorithm. To this end, we use the cascade-correlation learn-
ing architecture to automatically generate a set of basis functions which would
lead to a better approximation of the value function, and consequently improve
the performance of the resulting policies. We also show the effectiveness of the
idea on some benchmark problems.
Key-words: reinforcement learning, policy iteration, cascade-correlation, ba-
sis functions
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Expansion incrémentale des fonctions de base en
apprentissage par renforcement utilisant un
réseau de neurones cascadés
Résumé : En apprentissage automatique, en plus des algorithmes eux-mêmes,
la représentation des données est un point d’une très grande importance. Les
efforts effectués au niveau du pré-traitement sont un ingrédient clé du succès.
Sur une tâche donnée et un jeu de données fixé, un algorithme très peu performant
peut produire d’excellents résultats si la représentation des données est changée,
que ce soit en terme d’efficacité de l’algorithme, ou en termes de qualité de
la solution. Malgré la littérature conséquente sur le sujet, le problème du
choix de la représentation des données est toujours ouvert. Dans ce papier,
nous proposons d’approcher le problème dans le contexte de l’apprentissage
par renforcement. En particulier, nous nous intéressons à la découverte d’une
“bonne” représentation des données. Nous mettons en oeuvre cette approche
avec l’algorithme LSPI. Pour cela, nous utilisons un réseau de neurones cascadés
(cascade-correlation network) qui génère automatiquement un ensemble de fonctions
de base qui mène à une meilleure approximation de la fonction valeur, et, par
voie de conséquence, à des politiques de meilleures qualité. Nous montrons que
cette approche est praticable sur un ensemble de problèmes.
Mots-clés : apprentissage par renforcement, itération de la politique, réseau
de neurones cascadés, fonctions de base
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1 Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is the problem faced by an agent that is situated
in an environment and must learn a particular behavior through repeated trial-
and-error interactions with it [15]; at each time step, the agent observes the
state of the environment, chooses its action based on these observations and in
return receives some kind of “reward”, in other words a reinforcement signal,
from the environment as feedback. The aim of the agent is to find a policy, a
way of choosing actions, that maximizes its overall gain – a function of rewards,
such as the (discounted) sum or average over a time period. RL has been and
is being extensively studied under different settings (online / offline, discrete
/ continuous state-action spaces, discounted / average reward, perfect / im-
perfect state information; etc.) and various methods and algorithms (dynamic
programming, Monte Carlo methods, temporal-difference learning, etc.) have
been proposed. One point common to all such approaches is that, regardless of
how they do it what is being produced as a solution is a mapping from inputs,
observations, to outputs, actions. It is natural that different approaches may
require or prefer the input data be in different forms, but still the same data can
be represented in many different ways conforming to the specified form. This
brings up the questions of what the best representation of input data is for a
given method or algorithm, and how it can be found.
In particular, in this paper, we will focus on Least-Squares Policy Itera-
tion (LSPI) algorithm [7] which uses a linear combination of basis functions to
approximate a state-action value function and learn a policy from a given set
of experience samples. The basis functions map state-action tuples into real
numbers, and each basis function performs a mapping that is different from the
others. From the point of view of LSPI, the real input becomes the values of
basis functions evaluated for given state-action pairs. Therefore, the set of basis
functions that is being employed directly affects the quality of the solution, and
the question transforms into “what is the set of best basis functions?”. We seek
to provide a possible answer to this question by proposing a method that in-
corporates a cascade correlation learning architecture into LSPI and iteratively
adds new basis functions to a set of initial basis functions. In Section 2, we
first introduce policy iteration and the LSPI algorithm. Sections 3 describes
cascade correlation learning architecture followed by the details of the proposed
method for basis function expansion in Section 4. Section 5 presents empirical
evaluations on some benchmark problems, and a review of related work can be
found in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes.
2 Least-Squares Policy Iteration
A Markov decision process (MDP) is defined as tuple (S,A,P ,R, γ) where S is
a set of states, A is a set of actions, P(s, a, s′) is the transition function which
denotes the probability of making a transition from state s to state s′ by taking
action a, R(s, a) is the expected reward function, and γ is the discount factor
that determines the importance of future rewards. A policy is a probability
distribution over actions conditioned on the state; π(s, a) denotes the proba-
bility that policy π selects action a at state s. An optimal policy maximizes
the expected total discounted reward from any initial state if followed. Policy
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iteration is a general framework for finding an optimal policy; starting from
an initial policy, two basic steps, namely policy evaluation followed by policy
improvement, are applied consecutively and iteratively until convergence to an
optimal policy is achieved or certain stopping criteria is met. Let πi be the
policy at iteration i. Policy evaluation step consists of finding the state value
function,
V πi(s) = Eat∼πi
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtrt|s0 = s
]
or the state-action value function,
Qπi(s, a) = Eat∼πi,t>0
[ ∞∑
t=0
γtrt|s0 = s, a0 = a
]
of the current policy, where at is the action chosen by πi and rt is the reward
received at time t. In some restricted cases1, this can be accomplished by solving
numerically or analytically the system of the Bellman equations
Qπi(s, a) = R(s, a) + γ
∫
S
P(s, a, s′)V πi(s′)ds′ (1)
V πi(s) =
∫
A
πi(s, a)Q
πi(s, a)da (2)
The integrals over state and action spaces are replaced by finite sums in the
discrete case. The right-hand side of the equations applied to a given state(-
action) value function for a policy π define the Bellman operators denoted by
Tπ. Alternatively, one can employ Monte Carlo methods by sampling multiple
trajectories (i.e. a sequence s0a0r0s1 . . . of states, actions and rewards) and
evaluate the expectations by taking the average value over such roll-outs, or use
temporal difference learning in which the Bellman equations are considered as
update rules and state(-action) value function estimate is successively updated
based on the previous estimates. In the policy improvement step, the state(-
action) value function obtained in the policy evaluation step is used to derive
a new policy πi+1 which would perform at least as good as πi, i.e. satisfies
V πi+1(s) ≥ V πi(s) for all s ∈ S. For a deterministic policy, this can be realized
by defining πi+1 greedy with respect to πi as
πi+1(s) = arg max
a∈A
Qπi(s, a) (3)
Policy iteration is guaranteed to converge to an optimal policy in a finite number
of steps if both state and action spaces are finite, the value function and the
policy are represented perfectly and the policy evaluation step is solved exactly.
However, in most cases it may not be possible to fulfill these requirements
(eg. in problems with large or infinite state and action spaces) and the value
function and/or the policy need to be approximated, leading to the so-called
approximate policy iteration approach. It has been shown that if the error in
the approximations are bounded then approximate policy iteration generates
policies such that their performance is also bounded with respect to the optimal
1Such as problems with finite and small state-action spaces, or linear quadratic optimal
control problems in which the underlying MDP model is known.
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policy, yet the performance bound can be arbitrarily large as the discount factor,
γ, gets closer to 1 [2, 11].
Least-Squares policy iteration (LSPI) is an off-line and off-policy approxi-
mate policy iteration algorithm proposed by Lagoudakis and Parr (2003). Rather
than relying on continual interactions with the environment or a generative
model, it works on a fixed set of samples collected arbitrarily. Each sample is
of the form (s, a, r, s′) indicating that executing action a at state s resulted in
a transition to state s′ with an immediate reward of r. The state-action value
function is approximated by a linear form
Q̂π(s, a) =
m−1∑
j=0
wjφj(s, a)
where φj(s, a) denote the basis functions and wj are the parameters. Basis
functions, also called features, are arbitrary functions of state-action pairs, but
are intended to capture the underlying structure of the target function and can
be viewed as doing dimensionality reduction from a larger space to ℜm. Typical
examples of basis functions are polynomials of a given degree or radial basis
functions, such as Gaussian and multiquadratics, each possibly associated with
a different center and scale. Note that, in the case of discrete state-action spaces,
this generic form also includes tabular representations as a special case, but in
general the number of basis functions, m, is much smaller compared to |S| |A|.
Instead of representing the policy explicitly, LSPI opts to determine the ac-
tion that is imposed by the current policy at a given state by directly evaluating
Eq. 3 (hence the policy improvement step becomes inherent). This may not be
a feasible operation when the number of actions is large or possibly infinite,
except in certain cases where a closed form solution is achievable; however, in
most problems this drawback may not pose a significant problem as the action
space is generally less susceptible to discretization compared to the state space.
Given a policy πi+1, greedy with respect to Q̂
πi which is defined by the set of
parameters wπij , LSPI performs the policy evaluation step and determines Q̂
πi+1 ,
in other words the corresponding set of new parameters w
πi+1
j , by invoking an
algorithm called LSTDQ. One can easily observe that by definition the state-
action value function Qπ of a policy π is necessarily a fixed point of the Bellman
operator, i.e. Qπ = TπQ
π (Eq. 1), which also holds for Qπi+1 . Due to the specific
choice of linear function approximation, any Q̂π is confined to the subspace
spanned by the basis functions {φj}, and therefore, an approximation Q̂πi+1 to
Qπi+1 which stays invariant under the Bellman operator may not exist. Instead,
LSTDQ tries to find an approximation Q̂πi+1 which is equal to the orthogonal
projection of its image under the Bellman operator. Such Q̂πi+1 also possesses
the property that
Q̂πi+1 = arg min
Q̂π
‖Tπi+1Q̂
πi+1 − Q̂π‖2
A motivation for choosing this particular approximation is expressed as the
expectation that the approximation should be close to the projection of Qπi+1
onto the subspace spanned by the basis functions if subsequent applications
of the Bellman operator point in a similar direction. Without going into the
details, given any N samples, LSTDQ finds Q̂πi+1 by solving the m×m system
Ãwπi+1 = b̃
RR n° 6505
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where φ(s, a) = [φ0(s, a)φ1(s, a) . . . φm−1(s, a)]
⊤ is the row vector of basis func-
tions evaluated at (s,a), and
Ã =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[
φ(si, ai)
(
φ(si, ai)− γφ(s
′
i, πi+1(s
′
i))
)⊤]
,
b̃ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
φ(si, ai)ri,
both of which in the limit converge to the matrices of the least-squares fixed-
point approximation obtained by replacing Q̂πi+1 = Φwπi+1 in the system
Q̂πi+1 = Φ(Φ⊤Φ)−1Φ⊤(Tπi+1Q̂
πi+1)
Here, Φ(Φ⊤Φ)−1Φ⊤ is the orthogonal projection and Φ denotes the matrix of
the values of the basis functions evaluated for the state-action pairs. The details
of the derivation can be found in the seminal paper [7].
Algorithm 1 The LSPI algorithm.
input Set of samples, D, number of basis functions, m, basis functions, ~φ,
discount factor, γ, stopping criterion, ǫ.
output wπ
Initialize weights wπ.
i← 0
repeat
i← i + 1
wπi ← wπ
wπ ← LSTDQ(D, m, ~φ, γ, wπi)
until ‖wπi − wπ‖ < ǫ {weights have converged}
The LSPI algorithm presented in Algorithm 1 has been demonstrated to
provide “good” policies within relatively small number of iterations. Further-
more, as it is possible to use a single and common sample set for all policy
evaluations, LSPI makes efficient use of the available data; as such, it is quite
suitable for problems in which data gathering process is time consuming and
costly. However, the quality of the resulting policies depends on two important
factors: the basis functions, and the distribution of the samples.
In an offline setting, one may not have any control on the set of samples and
too much bias in the samples would inevitably reduce the performance of the
learned policy. On the other hand, in an on-line setting, LSPI allows different
sample sets to be employed at each iteration; thus, it is possible to fine tune the
trade-off between exploration and exploitation by collecting new samples using
the current policy.
Regarding the basis functions, the user is free to choose any set of functions
as long as they are linearly independent (a restriction which can be relaxed in
most cases by applying singular value decomposition). As shown in [7], and
in accordance with the generic performance bound on policy iteration, if the
error between the approximate and the true state-action value functions at each
iteration is bounded by a scalar ǫ, then in the limit the error between the optimal
state-action value function and those corresponding to the policies generated by
INRIA
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LSPI is also bounded by a constant multiple of ǫ. Therefore, selecting a “good”
set of basis functions has a significant and direct effect on the success of the
method.
In general, the set of basis functions is defined by the user based on domain
knowledge, and usually in a trial and error fashion. They can either be fixed,
or one can start from an initial subset of predefined basis functions and itera-
tively introduce remaining functions based on the performance of the current
set, so-called feature iteration approach [1]. However, as the complexity of the
problem increases it also gets progressively more difficult to come up with a
good set of basis functions. Generic approaches, such as regular grids or regular
radial basis function networks, which are quite successful in small problems, be-
come impractical due to the exponential growth of the state-action spaces with
respect to their dimension. Therefore, given a problem, it is highly desirable
to determine a compact set of such basis functions automatically. In the next
section, we will first describe a particular class of function approximator called
cascade-correlation networks, and then present how they can be utilized in the
LSPI algorithm to iteratively expand the set of basis functions.
3 Cascade Correlation Networks
Cascade correlation is both an architecture and a supervised learning algorithm
for artificial neural networks introduced by [4]. It aims to overcome step-size
and moving target problems that negatively affect the performance of back-
propagation learning algorithm. Similar to traditional neural networks, the
neuron is the most basic unit in cascade correlation networks. However, in-
stead of having a predefined topology with the weights of the fixed connections
between neurons getting adjusted, a cascade correlation network starts with a
minimal structure consisting only of an input and an output layer, without any
hidden layer. All input neurons are directly connected to the output neurons
(Figure 1a). Then, the following steps are taken:
1. All connections leading to output neurons are trained on a sample set and
corresponding weights (i.e. only the input weights of output neurons) are
determined by using an ordinary learning algorithm until the error of the
network no longer decreases. This can be done by applying the regular
“delta” rule, or using more efficient methods such as quick-prop or rprop.
Note that, only the input weights of output neurons (or equivalently the
output weights of input neurons) are being trained, therefore there is no
back-propagation.
2. If the accuracy of the network is above a given threshold then the process
terminates.
3. Otherwise, a set of candidate units is created. These units typically have
non-linear activation functions, such as sigmoid or Gaussian. Every candi-
date unit is connected with all input neurons and with all existing hidden
neurons (which is initially empty); the weights of these connections are ini-
tialized randomly. At this stage the candidate units are not connected to
the output neurons, and therefore are not actually active in the network.
Let s denote a training sample. The connections leading to a candidate
RR n° 6505
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o
i1
i2
o
i1
h1
i2
(a) (b)
o
i1
h1
h2
i2
(c)
Figure 1: (a) Initial configuration of a simple cascade-correlation network with
two inputs and a single output (in gray). (b) and (c) show the change in the
structure of the network as two new hidden nodes are subsequently added. Solid
edges indicate input weights that stay fixed after the candidate training phase.
unit are trained with the goal of maximizing the sum S over all output
units o of the magnitude of the correlation between the candidate units
value denoted by vs, and the residual error observed at output neuron o
denoted by es,o. S is defined as
S =
∑
o
|
∑
s
(vs − v)(es,o − eo)|
where v and eo are the values of vs and es,o averaged over all samples,
respectively. As in step 1, learning takes place with an ordinary learn-
ing algorithm by performing gradient ascent with respect to each of the
candidate units incoming weights:
∂S
∂wi
=
∑
s,o
σo(es,o − eo)f
′
sIi,s
where σo is the sign of the correlation between the candidates value and
output o, f ′s is the derivative for sample s of the candidate units activa-
tion function with respect to the sum of its inputs, and Ii,s is the input
the candidate unit received from neuron i for sample s. Note that, since
only the input weights of candidate units are being trained there is again
no need for back-propagation. Besides, it is also possible to train can-
didate units in parallel since they are not connected to each other. By
training multiple candidate units instead of a single one, different parts of
the weight space can be explored simultaneously. This consequently in-
creases the probability of finding neurons that are highly correlated with
the residual error. The learning of candidate unit connections stops when
the correlation scores no longer improve or after a certain number of passes
over the training set. Now, the candidate unit with the maximum correla-
tion is chosen, its incoming weights are frozen (i.e. they are not updated
INRIA
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in the subsequent steps) and it is added permanently to the network by
connecting it to all output neurons (Figure 1b and c). The initial weights
of these connections are determined based on the value of correlation of
the unit. All other candidate units are discarded.
4. Return back to step 1.
Until the desired accuracy is achieved at step 2, or the number of neurons
reaches a given maximum limit, a cascade correlation network completely self-
organizes itself and grows as necessary. One can easily observe that, by adding
hidden neurons one at a time and freezing their input weights, training of both
the input weights of output neurons (step 1) and the input weights of candidate
units (step 3) reduce to one step learning problems. Since there is no error
to back-propagate to previous layers the moving target problem is effectively
eliminated. Also, by training candidate nodes with different activation functions
and choosing the best among them, it is possible to build a more compact
network that better fits the training data.
One observation here is that, unless any of the neurons has a stochastic
activation function, the output of a neuron stays constant for a given sample
input. This brings the possibility of storing the output values of neurons which
in return reduces the number of calculations in the network and improve the
efficiency drastically compared to traditional multi-layer back-propagation net-
works, especially for large data sets. But more importantly, each hidden neuron
effectively becomes a permanent feature detector, or to put it another way, a
basis function in the network; the successive addition of hidden neurons in a
cascaded manner allows, and further, facilitates the creation of more complex
feature detectors that helps to reduce the error and better represent the func-
tional dependency between input and output values. We would like to point
out that, this entire process does not require any user intervention and is well-
matched to our primary goal of determining a set of good basis functions for
function approximation is RL, in particular within the scope of LSPI algorithm.
We will now describe our approach for realizing this.
4 Using Cascade Correlation Learning Architec-
ture in LSPI
As described in Section 2, in LSPI the state-action value function of a given
policy is approximated by a linear combination of basis functions. Our aim
here is to employ cascade correlation networks as function approximators and
at the same time use them to find useful basis functions in LSPI. Given a
reinforcement learning problem, suppose that we have a set of state-action basis
functions Φ = {φ1(s, a), φ2(s, a), . . . , φm(s, a)}. Using this basis functions and
applying LSPI algorithm on a set of collected samples of the form (s, a, r, s′),
we can find a set of parameters wi together with an approximate state-action
value function
Q̂(s, a) =
m∑
i=1
wiφi(s, a)
and derive a policy π̂ which is greedy with respect to Q̂. Let N be a cascade
correlation network with m inputs and a single output having linear activation
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function (i.e. identity function). In this case, the output of the network is a
linear combination of the activation values of input and hidden neurons of the
network weighted by their connection weights. Initially, the network doesn’t
have any hidden neurons and all input neurons are directly connected to the
output neuron. Therefore, by setting the activation function of the ith input
neuron to φi and the weight of its connection to the output neuron to wi, N
becomes functionally equivalent to Q̂ and outputs Q̂(s, a) when all input neurons
receive the (s, a) tuple as their input.
Now, the Bellman operator Tπ is known to be a contraction in L∞ norm, that
is for any state-action value function Q, TπQ is closer to Q
π in the L∞ norm,
and in particular as mentioned in Section 2, Qπ is a fixed point of Tπ. Ideally, a
good approximation would be close to its image under the Bellman operator. As
opposed to the Bellman residual minimizing approximation, least-squares fixed-
point approximation, which is at the core of the LSPI algorithm, ignores the
distance between Tπ̂Q̂ and Q̂ but rather focuses on the direction of the change.
Note that, if the true state-action value function Qπ lies in the subspace spanned
by the basis functions, that is the set of basis functions is “rich” enough, fixed-
point approximation would be solving the Bellman equation and the solution
would also minimize the magnitude of the change. This hints that, within the
scope of LSPI, one possible way to drive the search towards solutions that satisfy
this property could be to expand the set of basis functions by adding new basis
functions that are likely to reduce the distance between the found state-action
value function Q̂ and Tπ̂Q̂ over the sample set.
For this purpose, given a sample (s, a, r, s′), in the cascade correlation net-
work we can set r + γQ̂(s′, π̂(s′)) as the target value for (s, a) tuple, and train
candidate units that are highly correlated with the residual output error, i.e.
Q̂(s, a) −
(
r + γQ̂(s′, π̂(s′))
)
. At the end of the training phase, the candidate
unit having the maximum correlation is added to the network by transforming
it into a hidden neuron, and becomes the new basis function φm+1; φm+1(s, a)
can be calculated by feeding (s, a) as input to the network and determining
the activation value of the hidden neuron. Through another round of LSPI
learning, one can obtain a new least-squares fixed-point approximation to the
state-action value function Q̂′(s, a) =
∑m+1
i=1 w
′
iφi(s, a) which is more likely to
be a better approximation also in the sense of Bellman residual minimization.
The network is then updated by setting the weights of connections leading to
the output neuron to w′i for each basis function. This process can be repeated,
introducing a new basis function at each iteration, until the error falls below a
certain threshold, or a policy with adequate performance is obtained. We can
regard this as a hybrid learning system, in which the weights of connections
leading to the output neuron of the cascade correlation network are being reg-
ulated by the LSPI algorithm. Note that, the values of all basis functions for a
given (s, a) tuple can be found with a feed-forward run over the network, and
as stated before can be cached for efficiency reasons if desired. The complete
algorithm that incorporates the cascade correlation network and basis function
expansion to LSPI is presented in Algorithm 2.
One possible problem that may emerge with the proposed method is that,
especially when the sample set is small, with increasingly complex basis func-
tions there may be over-fitting, and the on-line performance of the resulting
policy may degrade. This can be avoided by increasing the amount of samples,
INRIA
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Algorithm 2 The LSPI algorithm with basis function expansion using cascade
correlation network.
input Set of samples, D, number of basis functions, m, basis functions, ~φ,
discount factor, γ, stopping criterion for LSPI, ǫ, number of candidate units,
n.
output wπ
Create a cascade correlation network N with m inputs and a single output,
and set activation functions of input neurons to φi.
repeat
wπ ← LSPI(D, m, φ, γ, ǫ)
Set the weight of connections in N leading to the output neuron to wπi .
Calculate the residual output error, Q̂(s, a)− (r + γQ̂(s′, π̂(s′)))
Train n candidate units on N .
κ ← Candidate unit having the maximum correlation with the residual
output error.
Add κ to N .
m← m + 1
φm ← κ {Function represented by κ}
until termination condition is satisfied
or alternatively a cross-validation approach can be ensued. Suppose that for a
particular reinforcement learning problem, we are given multiple sample sets.
The intuition is that a set of “good” basis functions should give rise to “good”
policies and similar value functions for all sample sets. By applying LSPI algo-
rithm independently on each sample set but training a single set of candidate
units over all sample sets, in other words having a common set of basis func-
tions, one can obtain basis functions, and consequently policies, that are less
biased to training data.
5 Experiments
We have evaluated the proposed method on three problems: chain walk [7],
pendulum swing-up and multi-segment swimmer. Chain walk is an MDP con-
sisting of a chain of n states. There are two actions, left and right, which
succeed with probability 0.9, or else fail, moving to the state in the opposite
direction. The first and last states are dead-ends, i.e. going left at the first
state, or right at the last state revert back to the same state. The reward is 1 if
an action ends up in a predefined set of states, and 0 otherwise. The pendulum
swing-up and multi-segment swimmer problems are dynamical systems where
the state is defined by the position and velocity of the elements of the system,
and actions (applied forces) define the next state. These are non-linear control
tasks with continuous state spaces. In pendulum, the aim is to keep a simple
pendulum actuated by a bounded torque in vertical upright position. Since
the torque available is not sufficient, the controller has to swing the pendulum
back and forth to reach the goal position. The state variables are the angle of
the pendulum and its angular speed. We used two discrete actions, applying a
torque of -5, and 5. The reward is defined as the cosine of the angle of the pole.
In swimmer, a swimmer moving in a two dimensional pool is being simulated.
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The swimmer is made of n (n ≥ 3) segments connected to each other with n−1
joints. The goal is to swim as fast as possible to the right by applying torques to
these joints and using the friction of the water. There are 2n+2 state variables
consisting of (i) horizontal and vertical velocities of the center of mass of the
swimmer, (ii) n angles of its segments with respect to vertical axis and (iii) their
derivatives with respect to time; the actions are the n − 1 torques applied at
segment joints. The reward is equal to the horizontal velocity of the swimmer.
The system dynamics and more detailed information about Swimmer problem
can be found in [3].
In all problems, we started from a set of basis functions consisting of the
following:
1. a constant bias function (i.e. 1),
2. a basis function for each one of the state variables, which returns the
normalized value of that variable, and
3. a basis function for each possible value of each control variable, which
returns 1 if the corresponding control variable in the state-action tuple is
equal to that value, and 0 otherwise.
Therefore, the number of the initial basis functions were 4 (1+1+2), 5 (1+2+2)
and 3 + 4n for chain, pendulum and swimmer problems respectively, where n
is the number of swimmer segments. In the LSPI algorithm, we set ǫ = 0.0001
and limit the number of iterations to 20. The samples for each problem are
collected by running a random policy, which uniformly selects one of possible
actions, for certain number of time steps (or episodes). In cascade correla-
tion network, we trained an equal number of candidate units having Gaus-
sian and sigmoid activation functions using RPROP method [13]. In RPROP,
instead of directly relying on the magnitude of the gradient for the updates
(which may lead to slow convergence or oscillations depending on the learning
rate), each parameter is updated in the direction of the corresponding partial
derivative with an individual time-varying value. The update values are de-
termined using an adaptive process that depends on the change in the sign
of the partial derivatives. We allowed at most 100 passes over the sample set
during the training of candidate units, and employed the following parameters:
△min = 0.0001,△ini = 0.01,△max = 0.5, η− = 0.5, η+ = 1.2.
Figure 2 shows the results for the 50-state (numbered from 0 to 49) chain
problem using 5000 samples from a single trajectory. Reward is given only in
states 9 and 40, therefore the optimal policy is to go right in states 0-8 and
25-40, and left in states 9-24 and 41-49. The number of candidate units was 4.
In [7], using 10000 samples LSPI fails to converge to the optimal policy with
polynomial basis function of degree 4 for each action, due to the limited repre-
sentational capability, but succeeds with a radial basis function approximator
having 22 basis functions. Using cascade-correlation basis expansion, after 10
basis functions near-optimal policies can be obtained and after 20 basis func-
tions it converges to the optimal policy. The basis functions start from simpler
ones and get more complex in order to better fit the target function. A set of
basis functions generated in a sample run are presented in Figure 3.
The results for the pendulum problem is presented in Figure 4. For this
problem, we again collected 5000 samples restarting from a random configura-
tion every 20 time steps, and trained 10 candidate units. As new basis functions
INRIA
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Figure 2: 50-state chain. (State-action value functions with 20 basis functions
(top), and policy after every 2 basis functions (bottom).
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Figure 3: Examples of basis functions for the 50-state chain problem.
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Figure 4: The progress of learned policies after each new basis function in the
pendulum problem.
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Figure 5: Q̂(s, π̂(s)) for the pendulum problem where π̂ is the resulting policy.
are added, the performance of the policies found by LSPI algorithm improves
consistently attaining near-optimal levels. Also, the value function obtained af-
ter 40 iterations is very close to the true one and successfully captures the shape
of the function including the sharp edges around the ridge (Figure 5).
We observed a similar behavior on more complex 5-segment swimmer prob-
lem as presented in Figure 6. For this problem, we collected 100000 samples
restarting from a random configuration every 50 time steps. The number of
trained candidate units was 10 as in the pendulum problem, but we allowed
RPROP to make more passes (a maximum of 200) over the sample set.
6 Related Work
Basis function, or feature, selection and generation is essentially an information
transformation problem; the input data is converted into another form that
“better” describes the underlying concept and relationships, and “easier” to
process by the agent. As such, it can be applied as a preprocessing step to
a wide range of problems and have been in the interest of the data-mining
community, in particular for classification tasks. Following the positive results
obtained using efficient methods that rely on basis functions (mostly, using
INRIA
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Figure 6: The results for the 5-segment swimmer.
linear approximation architectures) in various domains, it also recently attracted
attention from the RL community.
In [10], Menache et al. examined adapting the parameters of a fixed set
of basis functions (i.e, center and width of Gaussian radial basis functions) for
estimating the value function of a fixed policy. In particular, for a given set of
basis function parameters, they used LSTD(λ) to determine the weights of basis
functions that approximate the value function of a fixed control policy, and then
applied either a local gradient based approach or global cross-entropy method
to tune the parameters of basis functions in order to minimize the Bellman
approximation error in a batch manner. The results of experiments on a grid
world problem show that cross-entropy based method performs better compared
to the gradient based approach.
In [6], Keller et al. studied automatic basis function construction for value
function approximation within the context of LSTD. Given a set of trajectories
and starting from an initial approximation, they iteratively use neighborhood
component analysis to find a mapping from the state space to a low-dimensional
space based on the estimation of the Bellman error, and then by discretizing
this space aggregate states and use the resulting aggregation matrix to derive
additional basis functions. This tends to aggregate states that are close to each
other with respect to the Bellman error, leading to a better approximation by
incorporating the corresponding basis functions.
In [12], Parr et al. showed that for linear fixed point methods, iteratively
adding basis functions such that each new basis function is the Bellman error
of the value function represented by the current set of basis functions forms
an orthonormal basis with guaranteed improvement in the quality of the ap-
proximation. However, this requires that all computations are exact, in other
words, are made with respect to the precise representation of the underlying
MDP. They also provide conditions for the approximate case, where progress
can be ensured for basis functions that are sufficiently close to the exact ones.
Their application in the approximate case on LSPI is closely related to our
work, but differs in the sense that a new basis function for each action is added
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at each policy-evaluation phase by directly using locally weighted regression to
approximate the Bellman error of the current solution.
In contrast to these approaches that make use of the approximation of the
Bellman error, including ours, the work by Mahadevan et al. aims to find policy
and reward function independent basis functions that captures the intrinsic
domain structure that can be used to represent any value function [8, 5, 9].
Their approach originates from the idea of using manifolds to model the topology
of the state space; a state space connectivity graph is built using the samples
of state transitions, and then eigenvectors of the (directed) graph Laplacian
with the smallest eigenvalues are used as basis functions. These eigenvectors
possess the property of being the smoothest functions defined over the graph
and also capture the nonlinearities in the domain, which makes them suitable
for representing smooth value functions.
To the best of our knowledge, the use of cascade correlation networks in
reinforcement learning has rarely been investigated before. One existing work
that we would like to mention is by Rivest and Precup (2003), in which a
cascade correlation network together with a lookup-table is used to approximate
the value function in an on-line temporal difference learning setting [14]. It
differs from our way of utilizing the cascade correlation learning architecture to
build basis functions in the sense that in their case, cascade correlation network
purely functions as a cache and an approximator of the value function, trained
periodically at a slower scale using the state-value tuples stored in the lookup-
table.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we explored a new method that combines cascade correlation
learning architecture with least-squares policy iteration algorithm to find a set of
basis function that would lead to a better approximation of the state-action value
function, and consequently results in policies with better performance. The
experimental results indicate that it is effective in discovering such functions. An
important property of the proposed method is that the basis function generation
process requires little intervention and tuning from the user.
In the proposed method, LSPI is run to completion at each iteration, and
then a new basis function is generated using the cascade correlation training
(Algorithm 2). This benefits from a better approximation for the current set of
basis functions. An alternative approach would be to add new basis functions
within the LSPI loop after the policy evaluation step. This may lead to better
intermediate value functions and steadier progress towards the optimal solution,
but the resulting basis functions may not be useful at later iterations. It is also
possible to combine both approaches by temporarily adding new basis functions
within the LSPI loop and then discarding them. We are currently investigating
these possibilities.
Although, our focus was on LSPI algorithm in this paper, the approach is in
fact more general and can be applied to other reinforcement learning algorithms
that approximate the state(-action) value function with a linear architecture.
We pursue future work in this direction and also apply the method to more
complex domains.
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